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Personal Project

Software Engineer Internship

Restaurant Reservations App

Cryptocurrency Coin Price Checker App

NuRevealSkincare | Venice, CA

Project Link

2022 - Present

Developed a B2B app to manage backend restaurant reservations including capacity
management and table reservations. 
Constructed the app to display the available/reserved tables on the dashboard by date,
includes a sidebar with a “Search”, “New Reservation” and “New Table” page for easy
navigation to all information and functionalities of the app.
Built with HTML, CSS, JavaScript, React.js, Node.js, Express, Knex, PostgreSQL, and
Vercel.

Developed an app that tracks and searches live tickers, prices, and behaviors of all
cryptocurrencies.
Constructed the app to display all cryptocurrencies on the homepage with relative
information and includes a refresh button and search bar.
Built with HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and React.js.

Upgrade the company's consumer-facing website, adding widgets, and handling data &
analytics to improve user experience, increasing website traffic by 30% and the
conversion rate by 15% since joining the company.
Research up-and-coming solutions to implement while deep diving into user problems
and finding efficient solutions.
Review customer feedback and translate feedback into insights presented during
weekly meetings.
Work in an agile environment and collaborate with multiple teams ranging from
operations, marketing, design, and 3PL.
Optimize Amazon Seller’s account to improve conversion rates on Amazon.com
increasing sales by 50%.
Configure integrations for multiple marketing affiliate networks for increased influencer
relations.

I am a software developer experienced in
React.js, Express, Vercel, Heroku,
algorithms, and data structures. I have six
years of experience in finance which allowed
me to develop my detail-oriented analysis,
program building, and teamwork skills. I also
have a strong background/interest in coding
and design.

Node.js
RESTful APIs
Knex
Express
PostgreSQL
MySQL

  Back-end: 

Misc.:
Mocha, Chai, Cypress.io, Git,
GitHub, VSC, Heroku, and Vercel.

Operations Manager & Stock Analyst  
Ernie Goldberger & Co. | Los Angeles, CA

Responsible for accounting and financial forecasting.
Created end-of-month reports of all company business and dealings, found many
discrepancies that saved the company over $20k.
Managed multiple bank accounts approximately accumulating to $25M worth of stocks
for the owner of the company.

2021 - 2022

Financial Analyst
Hertz Investment Group | Woodland Hills, CA

Underwriter for acquisitions, analysis done using Argus Enterprise, found 3 approved
investment deals for the Hertz Group's Portfolio.
Created multiple Excel programs to streamline everyday operations in every office
nationally, such as new accounting programs; parking structure database systems, and
revenue vs. op-ex projection reporting.
Upkept many aspects of the Hertz Group Portfolio, consisting of over 70 high-rise
buildings totaling around 20M square feet, with the implementation of ongoing capital
adjustments, loan consolidations, budget allocations, and changes to their leasing
database.

2016 - 2020

Tiferes Tzion College,
Jerusalem 2016
Associates Degree - History, Ancient Studies

Learned industry best practices and software
development standards with a focus on HTML5,
CSS3, JavaScript, Node.js, React, PostgreSQL,
algorithms, and data structures. Schedule
consisted of 10 hour work days with mentor
hours for guidance. 
Created and deployed mobile-first applications
while learning new languages and frameworks. 
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